
 

 

 
 

HVI-TEC swimming pool radio emergency call column 
 
if it has to be done quickly - alert professional helpers 
but often the cell phone is missing for quick help 
 
 

A HVI-TEC radio emergency call column impresses with…. 

• Reliability in an emergency 

• Resistant to vandalism 

• Easy to use 

• Slim, elegant design paired with impressive functionality 

• Striking, signaling color in orange with reflective lettering that is 

visible from afar 

• Robust and weatherproof structure 

• Battery operated and thus autonomous, expensive installation and 

maintenance work are not required 

• Very easy installation with various fastening options 

• Hardly any maintenance or service 

 

Many advantages at an attractive price 

 
 

If there is an emergency while bathing in summer - a bathing accident, a cardiac arrest - quick help is 

required. Make an emergency call, but how without a cell phone? Often the cell phone is left in the car or at 

home for fear of theft. 

Emergency telephones can be lifesavers in outdoor pools, on rivers and lakes. Even in winter, when skaters 

are out and about on the frozen lake and there is a risk of ice breaking, the pillars are also important helpers. 

The police, fire brigade and ambulance move out several million times each year to rescue people. In an 

emergency or threatening situation, those affected must be able to make an emergency call easily, safely 

and reliably so that the rescuers can act quickly. 

The most important task of the emergency call column is that anyone can trigger an emergency call at any 

time and without complications - even without their own mobile phone and without knowing the exact 

location, because when using the HVI-TEC emergency call column, information about the exact location of 

the emergency call point becomes automatically transmitted to the recipient of the emergency call. 
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Although the locations of the emergency call devices are very different and each use has specific 

requirements, the following always applies: in an emergency, every second counts! 

The use of HVI-TEC swimming pool radio emergency telephones enables reliable alarming in the event of an 

alarm. The emergency telephones are characterized by their ease of use and resistance to vandalism. 

Equipped with large red mushroom buttons, they enable an emergency call to be triggered quickly and 

easily. Misuse can be prevented by using the “direct call button behind glass” variant. In an emergency, the 

glass can be pressed in slightly and the emergency call can be triggered by pressing the button. The 

integration of numerous additional features enables the individual combination of functions, such as the 

automatic playback of voice announcements after triggering the emergency call. The emergency call can also 

be displayed on the lifeguard's hand-held radio transmitter so that he can quickly initiate help. 

 

HVI-TEC radio emergency telephones 

If required, HVI-TEC radio emergency telephones can also be integrated into the existing telephone or data 

network and increase security both in public areas and in operation. In addition, lettering can be engraved 

and pillars can be powder-coated in RAL colors. Choose from the numerous designs, materials and technical 

equipment the perfect emergency telephones for your location! 

 

 

Custom specifications: 

If our selection of emergency telephones does not cover any of your special requirements, we will be happy 

to develop emergency telephones according to customer requirements. 

 

 

 

If you are planning a project, please do not hesitate to ask us for advice. 
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